
A DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT RULES AND EXERCISES IN

SOCCER

Check out our soccer equipment checklist and see for yourself! The Basics: Soccer Training Equipment Your Child
Needs . Most youth players use anywhere from a size 3 to a size 5 depending on the age group and league regulations.
. When buying online, read the description thoroughly to make sure the features.

These training tools allow for specialized practice at home between official practices. Exercise: Create your
own rules. Check out this collection of videos of goalkeeper goals from planet football. Throw-in When
throwing the ball in at throw-in, the ball must be thrown from behind and over the head using both hands.
From equipment setup to chasing down a ball, it can be helpful to have someone helping you. Quality
equipment is available at a variety of price points, making soccer an affordable sport option. Because of this,
advanced players use these shin guards more often. Corner kick: When the defending team last touches the
ball and it crosses the goal line and not scoring a goal , the opposing team gets to kick the ball from the corner
of the field. They help protect the front of the leg, or shin, from getting injured and bruised. The Starting and
Stopping of Soccer Play At the start of a soccer period or after a goal, there is a kick-off from the center circle.
Pricing Points for the Best Soccer Training Equipment The prices for soccer training equipment have been
going down somewhat over the last 5 years. Avoid excess weight: Weight pressing down on a soccer ball can
distort its shape. These types of soccer cleats are generally not safe for use on hard ground, as they can
increase the risk of injury. Knows the team plan for emergencies. Additionally, it helps if one of the parents is
outdoors too, playing soccer and leading by example. Tekk Rebounder One of the best skills that a player can
developed in ball control off of a rebound. Check the goals at each end of the field to make sure they're safe.
This makes it difficult to work on developing ball control because your team ball has a different feel and
movement than your home ball. Player Equipment Mandatory shinguards protect players from errant kicks
and hard-struck balls. Water bottle: Soccer players spend a lot of time running up and down the field. Other
ways of restarting soccer include: Throw-in: When the soccer ball has gone out of bounds, the team that last
touched the ball loses possession and the opposing team gets to throw-in the ball from the point where the ball
crossed out of bounds. Other gear. Weight can damage other equipment, such as shin guards. Soccer Fouls
Soccer fouls can be any number of unfair advantages taken by a player that are called by the referee. Very
unsportsmanlike behavior may result in a yellow card or a red card. Too much or too little air affects how the
ball reacts and can cause damage. Once you know the sizing, check out the options in that range. You can ask
any sports store rep and they can recommend a pre-school soccer ball for your year old kid. Don't take it
personally. Picking the Right Soccer Cleats One of the most important items on the soccer equipment list is
the soccer cleats. If your child wants a little extra help, consider the following training items: Soccer net: Get
an inexpensive soccer net to set up in your backyard, so your child can practice shooting the soccer ball. An
extra set of eyes can give you some extra feedback that can help to develop your game as well. Soccer is
definitely looked at as one of the most important sports for kids to play. For FIFA soccer, the ball must have a
circumference of 27 to 28 inches and weigh between 14 and 16 ounces. To keep things as safe as possible
while playing soccer, follow these safety tips. Below is a size chart for soccer balls based on size: Size 1: 18 to
inch circumference Size 3: 23 to inch circumference Size 4: 25 to inch circumference Size 5: 27 to inch
circumference Youth players ages 8 and younger typically use a size 3 soccer ball. Real leather molds to the
foot for a custom fit and offers a distinct feel with the ball. Exercise: Players start in the middle of the pitch.
For your youth player, a PVC ball with a butyl bladder is the most practical, affordable option. Offside Rule
The offensive player is offside if they are nearer to the opponent's goal line than both the second and last
opponent and the soccer ball. Only the player kicking the kick-off is allowed inside the center circle. They rest
at the front of the shin to protect from errant kicks and fast-moving balls. Play different sports throughout the
year to prevent overuse injuries.


